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Abstract

Many planning systems avoid recursion by pruning
recursive subgoals(6, 7, 11, 14) or restricting the expansion
of recursive open conditions (18). Feldmanand Morris (5)
have pointed out that these techniques are, in general, not
admissable. (Sometimesthey prune the only viable plans).
In (5), Feldmanand Morris prove certain conditions under
which it is possible to stop expansion of recursive open
conditions. In somecases, it is necessary for themto add
filter preconditionsto operators in order for the theoremsto
apply. It is not clear what fraction of recursion problems
can, in fact, be handledby their method.

Wepresent a strategy tbr suspending recursive open
conditions during planning. Wealso showconditions under
whichplans with suspendedopenconditions can be pruned.
To makethis suspensionand pruningstrategy efficient, we
use an operatorgraphto analyzepotential recursion before
the planningprocessbegins.
This approachcoversa broaderrange of recursive problems
than the approaches of Morris and Kambhampati,
and is
muchmoretractable than Kambhampati’s
approach. Wegive
experimental
results that indicate I ) significant improvement
on recursive problemsand 2) negligible overhead when
appliedto recursiveand non-recursiveproblemsalike.
Introduction
Recursion is prevalent in manyplanning domains. In fact,
any time someof the operations are reversible, there is the
possibility of recursion in the planning process. For
transportation problems recursion occurs wheneverit is
possible to travel both directions along a road or airway, or
wheneverit is possible to both load and unload cargo. In
Russell’s tire-changing problem, there is an operator for
opening the car trunk and another for closing it. Both
operators are necessary to achieve the goals of changingthe
tire and putting all the tools away. Unfortunately, the
presence of these two operators allows arbitrarily long
sequences of Open-trunk, Close-trunk, Open-trunk, Closetrunk ...
Recursion problems like this can often be alleviated by
smart search strategies. For example, a planner can rank
partial plans according to the amount of recursion and
prefer to workon those partial plans with less recursion.
Oncea partial plan is chosen for elaboration, the planner
can prefer working on open conditions that are not
recursive. Whilesuch control strategies are often useful, if
the planning problem has no solution, recursive plans and
open conditions will eventually be found and doggedly
explored by the planner until the end of time (or memory).

Morerecently, Kambhampati
(9) has presented methodsfor
pruning non-minimalpartial plans during search. Roughly,
a plan is non-minimalif (tbr every completionof the plan)
a subset of steps can be removedfrom the plan. While the
theory is general, there are twosignificant problemswith its
practical use:
1. The technique is computationally expensive for
causal-link planners.
2.

The conditions for pruning require that all remaining open-conditions in a partial plan temporally
precedethe root of the recursion (see (9) for a precise description). This meansthat a partial plan
must be at an advanced stage of development
before pruningis possible.

In this paper we also present admissable techniques for
pruning recursion. In the section on Exact Recursion we
present a methodthat suspends and prunes repeating open
conditions. As with the techniques of Feldmanand Morris,
and Kambhampati,this method applies to recursion where
the open condition is repeated exactly. The technique we
developis relatively cheap and catches recursion early.
While the exact recursion technique is applicable as
described, there are ways to makeit significantly more
efficient and powerful. In the section on Detection and
Early Pruning, we discuss the use of an operator graph
(introduced in (16))for:
i. Quick detection of reeursion during planning
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2.

Early pruning of plans with suspended open conditions

After we discuss operator graphs, we consider a much
broader class of recursion that we call instance recursion.
In this type of recursion, the predicate repeats, but the
variable bindings maybe different each time. Wedevelop a
suspension and pruning technique that controls this type of
recursion.
For purposes of this paper we will consider a simple SNLP
style causal-link planner (10, 2). TheexpressionS f_._G_~
will be used to denote the causal link from the producer
step S1 to the consumerstep S2 with the condition C. We
say that there is a causal-link path from a step S1 to a step
Sn if the ~,lan contains a set of steps S1 ..... Sn and causallinks Si---’~ Sl+j for i=1 ..... n-1. Similarly, we say that
there is a causal-link path from an open condition C to a
step Sn if C is an opencondition of $1 and there is a causallink path from S1 to Sn. Wesay that a step S1 (open
condition C) is a causal-predecessorof a step Sn if there is
a causal-link path from S1 (O) to Sn.
Due to space limitations
we provide only informal
argumentsfor the theorems in this paper.

Exact Recursion
Considerthe partial plan shownin Figure 1. In this plan, the
open condition O:C apl~ars as a subgoal of the condition C
in the causal link SI--~ Si . Intuitively it seems that we
should be able to discard this partial plan. If there is some
way of acl~eving G then it could presumably be used to
achieve G directly, without the intervening steps from Sk to
Si. Unfortunately, this argumentis not generally sound.

Figure 1: Simple exampleof exact recursion.
There are two circumstances where the steps from Sk to
i S
are still needed:
I.

2.

Somestep between Sk and Sj (inclusive) might
used for another purpose, i.e., a causal link might
be added from one of these steps to another open
conditionin the plan. This situation is illustrated in
Figure 2.
Someother step that clobbers C might be forced to
comebetweenSk and Sj. In other words, a threat to
C might arise that cannot be resolved by promo-

Figure 2: Link into a step betweenrepeated open
conditions.
tion after Si or by demotionbefore the action used
to achieve the open condition C. This situation is
illustrated in Figure3.

Figure 3: Threat to G that can only be resolved by placing
St betweenSk and S|. The dashededges indicate
ordering constraints~ and the thick grey edge
indicates the (resolved) threat.
This secondcondition is a bit u’icky. If the threat to C were
resolved by forcing it to come after step Si then the
recursion steps Sk through Sj wouldstill be unnecessary.
Likewise, if the threat could be resolved by forcing it to
comebefore whatever step is used to establish the open
condition C the recursion steps through Sj wouldstill be
unnecessary.Thus, it is only whenthe threatening step St is
forced to comebetweenSk and Sj that this partial plan must
be saved.
Our approach for controlling such recursion has two parts.
First, we use an ordering strategy that prevents expansion
of recursive openconditions (like G) unless/until 1) a link
added from a step in the loop to some outside open
condition (as in Figure 2) or 2) a threat appears to the loop
condition that can only be resolved by forcing the
threatening step to comewithin the loop (as in Figure 3).
Second, we specify conditions where such recursive plans
can actually be prunedwithout sacrificing completeness. To
makeall of this precise, we first need somedefinitions:
Definition 1: An open condition C is said to be exactly
recursiveif:
I.
2.

For every causal link path fromC to the goal, there
is a causal link Si ~ ~ Si in the path.
None of the Si are ordered with respect to each
other.

Werefer to the causal links Si---C~ Si as the root-links of
the recursion.Ill
Smith
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In the examplein Figure 1, SI---G-’> Si is the only root link
for the mcursive open condition C.
Definition 2: Let C be a recursive open condition, and let k
be its root links. Wesay that an open condition P is a loop
predecessorfor C if every causal link path from P to a goal
contains a link I E k . !1
Note that the recursive open condition C will always be a
loop predecessor, but there maybe manymore other (nonrecursive) open conditions generated by steps in the loop,
and these conditions will also be loop predecessors.
In the examplein Figure I, the open condition C is a loop
predecessor, but any other open conditions resulting from
steps from Sk through Sj (inclusive) would also be loop
predecessors.
Definition 3: Let C be a recursive open condition, and let t_
be the root links of the recursion. A step T is said to be a
loop threat tbr C if:
I.
2.

T plausibly threatens C (T has an effect 9C ).
T necessarily precedes someI E L. ii

In Figure3, the step St is a loopthreat for C.
Wecan nowgive a more precise statement of our strategy
for preventing exact recursion.

ExactRecursion
Strategy:Let

C be a recursive open
condition and suppose there is no loop threat for C. The
condition C is suspemted (the planner is prevented from
workingon C) until either:
1.

A eansal link is added from a step between C and
one of its root links to an open condition outside
the loop.

2. A loop threat for C appears.
In addition, all other loop predecessors P for C are
suspendeduntil either one of the aboveconditions holds or:
3.

A causal link is added from a step betweena suspended loop predecessor P and a root link to an
open condition outside the loop. Ii

Conditions 1 and 2 correspond to tile cases illustrated
earlier in Figures 2 and 3. Condition3 is necessary because
a link from a predecessor step to an outside open condition
can (later) lead to a loop threat.
To see howthis works, consider the partial plan in Figure 1.
The open condition C would be suspended, along with any
other loop predecessorsfromthe steps Sk ..... Si. The planner
could continue to work on any other open condition that is
not suspended. In doing so, supposethat the link Sk [3, Si
184 AIPS-96

is established, as shownin Figure 2. In this case the open
condition C, and any other suspended loop predecessors
wouldbe re-enabled.
Theorem1: A partial plan can be pruned (without compromising completeness)if all open conditions in the plan are
suspended,and all threats have been resolved, ii
Sketch of Proof: Consider a plan in which the remaining
open conditions C1 ..... Cn are suspended.Suppo~that there
is sometotally-ordered completion of this plan. Weargue
that this completionwill be non-minimal(see (9)) because
at least one of the loops can be removed.
Let S1 ..... Sn be the steps used in the completionto establish
the suspendedcondition C1 ..... Cn. Let Si be the step in
S1 ..... Sn that occurs latest in the (totally ordered)
completionof the plan. Since Si is used to establish Ci, all
of the steps in the causal-link path fromCi to the goal must
follow Si in the total order. This meansthat all of these
steps mustfollowS1 ..... Sn, since Si is the latest. Asa result,
noneof the 81 ..... Sn can threaten any of the C1..... Cn, and
there cannot be a causal link path from any step after Ci to
anyof the S1 ..... Sn. Asa result, the steps betweenCi andits
root links can be removedfrom the plan, so it is not
minimal, l
For the examplein Figure 1, the plan can be prunedby this
theoremif no links (as in Figure 2) are madeto steps not
the loop, and no loop threats (as in Figure 3) occur.

Detection and Early Pruning
Althoughthe methoddescribed in the previous section can
be used as is, there is considerable overhead involved in
recognizing rccursion. For each newstep addedto the plan,
the planner wouldneed to search each causal link path to
the goal, and look to see if any of the newly added open
conditions are present on the path. While this is
inexpensivefor shallow plans, the cost growssignificantly
with plan depth and complexity. In (16), we introduced
structure called an operator graph that captures the
interaction betweenoperators relevant to a goal and set of
initial conditions. In that paper, operator graphs were used
for analyzing possible conflicts betweenoperators relevant
to a planning problem. However,the operator graph can be
used for manyother purposes, including recognizing:
I.

Open conditions that have the potential
recursive

2.

Openconditions in a partial plan that will never
result in links to steps in a suspendedloop
Openconditions that will never lead to threats to a
suspended condition

3.

to be
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To explain these further, we first need to review the basics
of operator graphs.
Anoperator graph is a directed bipartite graph containing
one operator node for each operator relevant to a goal and
one precondition node for each precondition of each such
operator. The graph is constructed reeursively by working
backwardsfrom the goal, according to the following rules:
1. There is an operator node for the Finish operator.
2. If an operator node is in the graph, there is a precondition node in the graph for each precondition
of the operator, and a directed edge from the precondition node to the operator node.
3.

If a precondition node is in the graph, there is an
operator node in the graph for every operator with
an effect that unifies with the precondition, and
there is a directed edge from the operator node to
the precondition node.

Figure 4 shows an operator graph for a simple travel
problem where the goal is to be someplace with gas, and
there is one operator:
Drive(x,y)
At(x), Road(x,y)
Preconditions:
Effects
At(y), ~At(x)
(Lower case letters are used for variables. Constants and
relations are capitalized.)
There are two arcs into the goal condition At(y) indicating
that there are two possible ways of achieving it: one by
linking to the initial conditions and the other by using the
Drive operator. Similarly, there are two arcs into the At
precondition of Drive. It too can potentially be satisfied by
binding to the initial conditions, or by using another Drive
operation. The other precondition of Drive, Road(x,y), can
only be satisfied by the initial conditions, but there are
several possible ways of doing so, indicated by the bundle
of ares from Start to Road(x,y). Likewise, the other goal
condition Gas(y) can only be satisfied by the initial
conditions, but again there are several possible ways of
doing so.
Detecting Recursion
Our first observation is that loops within the operator graph
indicate possible recursion during planning. More
precisely:
Theorem2: Let O be an open condition, and let P be its
corresponding precondition node within the operator graph.
(That is, the correspondingprecondition node for the operator used in the step that gaverise to C.) If O is a recursive

~

’--"~

Drive(x, y)~~

7

Figure 4: Operator graph for a simple travel problem.
open condition, P must be part of a strongly-connected
component(SCC)I within the operator graph. (The c.onverseis not alwaystrue.) II!
The impact of this theoremis that the planner does not have
to examineevery open condition for possible recursion,
only those that correspond to precondition nodes in the
operator graph contained in SCCs.
In the graph above, there is one SCCthat contains the Ddve
operator and its precondition At(x). As a result, the only
open conditions that need to be checked for possible
recursion are At open conditions that result from adding a
Drivestep to the plan.
SCCscan also be used to limit the amount of search
involved in deciding whether a candidate open condition is
recursive.
Theorem3: SupposeO is an open condition that is a possible candidate for recursion, and suppose that the corresponding precondition P in the operator graph is in a SCC
K. Let S be a step along a causal link path from C to the
goal. If the operator node in the operator graph corresponding to S is not in the SCCK, no causal link betweenS and
the goal can be a root of the recursion, mi
The import of Theorem 3 is that the planner can stop
looking along the causal link path from an open condition C
to the goal as soonas it finds a step not in the SCC.(For the
examplein Figure 4, this theorem has no impact, because
the first step that is outside the SCCis Finish.)
Detecting Potential Links and Threats
It wouldbe nice if we could tell whichopen conditions in a
plan have the potential to add a link from a step in a
suspendedloop. Likewise, it wouldbe nice if we could tell
I A strongly

connected component is a maximal set of nodes such that

there is a directed path from any node in the ~t to any other node in the
set. Anyloop in a directed graph (like the one in F’igure 4) will be part of
SCC. SCCs and algorithms for finding them are described in algorithms
lexts such as 1.4).
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which open conditions could potentially lead to loop
threats. Wecan do this by looking at the nodes preceding
the correspondingprecondition node in the operator graph.
Definition 4: Anoperator R is said to be relevant to an open
condition C if there is a directed path fromR to the precondition node correspondingto C in the operator graph. []

Suspended

~

’~Drive(B,
Road(B,

A)
I
A)

At(A)

Given a suspension, the set of relevant operators for the
remaining open conditions in a plan can help us decide
whether the plan must be kept or can be discarded.
Theorem4: Let P be a partial plan with a suspended open
condition G and let L be the set of root links for the recursion. Let U be the remainingopen conditions (including any
other suspended open conditions), and let R be the set of
operators relevant to the conditions in U. Thepartial plan P
can be pruned (without compromisingcompleteness) if all
of the following conditions hold:
1.

Nooperator in R appears in the SCCof C.

2.

Nooperator in R threatens any root link I ~ L.
P contains no unresolved threats to any root link
I~L.¯

3.

The first of these conditions meansthat no other operator
can link into the suspended loop. The second and third
conditions meanthat no threats can arise that wouldforce
re-enablement of the suspended condition. Every possible
completionof this plan will therefore satisfy the conditions
of Theorem1, so the plan can be pruned.
As an exampleof the application of his theorem, consider
the partial plan shownin Figure 5. We’veadded the goal
condition Rested and the operator Sloop to the problem
description. Sleep has no preconditions and can he used to
achieve Rested. Currently, the open condition At(B)
suspended because it exactly, matchesthe condition in the
causal link Drive(A,B) AttBI. Finish. The relevant
operators for Gas(B) and Rested arc Start and Sleep.
Neither of these appearin the SCCfor the opencondition
At(B). As a result, this plancanbe pruned.

Instance Recursion
In the previous sections we considered only exact
recursion. Thus, an open condition P(x,A) would
recursive if all of its paths to the goal contained a causal
link with clause P(x,A), but not if the links only contained
clauses P(y,A), P(x,B), or P(x,y). In other words, for
recursion, the variables and constants in the recursiv¢ open
condition must be identical to the variables and constants in
the root links. In the exampleof Figure 5, the condition
At(A)is not recursiv¢, but the openconditionAt(B)
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Figure 5: Partial plan with a suspendedrecursive open
condition.
Whilethe results of the previous sections weresufficient to
prunethe plan in Figure5, in general, they are not sufficient
to stop all recursion for planning problems in which the
operators contain variables. Consider what would happen
in our Drive exampleif the planner did not choose a good
order for open condition expansion. The planner could
generate an infinite sequenceof partial plans like the one
shownin Figure 6. While this open condition ordering may
- --~At(x)
Road(x.y)

At(y)-,,,~
Road(y,z) --~Drive(y,z)l

Figure 6: Recursion resulting from unboundvariables.
look silly, it is exactly the one that wouldbe chosenby such
"smart" (and generally effective) strategies as the Leastcommitment(LC) strategy used in (13) and Joslin’s
strategy (8). These strategies choose to expand the open
condition with the fewest options. They get into trouble
because there are manyroads and manygas stations, but
only two waysof achieving a condition like At(x): adding
Drive step or binding to the single At fact in the initial
conditions. If there is no solution to the above problem
(because you start on an island and all gas stations are on
the mainland), planners with the LC or LCFRstrategy
wouldnever terminate.
One obvious possibility is to avoid working on conditions
such as At(x) and At(y) until the variables x and y are bound.
As it turns out, this isn’t quite right. 2 Instead, we wantto
avoid working on At(x) and At(y) until the variable
boundin At(z). Moreprecisely, we want to avoid At(x)
At(y) as long as they remain an instance of the root link
conditionAt(z).
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The reason for this strategy is that until z is bound, the
planner doesn’t knowwhat it is trying to achieve, which, in
a re, cursive situation like this, can lead to lots of irrelevant
plans. Another way of thinking about it is this: suppose
there is someplan for achieving At(x), for somebinding
x. As long as At(x) remains an instance of At(z), that
plan wouldbe directly applicable to At(z). Until the planner
has reason to believe that z=Bwon’t work, there’s no reason
this shorter plan shouldn’t be preferred. In the extremecase
where z is never bound(gas is available everywhere), any
plan involving re, cursion wouldbe non-minimal.

Variables bindings are added to the plan so that C’ is no
longer an instance of one or moreof its root links. !

As we did for exact recursion, we now provide a formal
definition of instance recursion and give a suspension
strategy.

Theorem5: A partial plan can be pruned if all remaining
open conditions are suspended (either because of exact or
instance recursion) and all threats have been resolved.

Definition 5: Anopen condition C’ is said to be instance
recursive if there is a set of variable bindings Vsuch that:
1. for every causal link path from C’ to the goal,
there is a causal link Si C) Si in the path and
C’ = CIv (where ely refers to C instantiated
3with the variable bindings V).
2.

None of the Si are ordered with respect to each
other.

As before, we refer to the Sl C ) Si as the root links of the
recursion.
In the above example At(x) and At(y)are both instance
recursions of the root link Orive(y,z) At(z) "Finish,
with z boundto x and y respectively.

InstanceRecursion
Strategy:Let

C’ be an instance
recursive open condition and supposethere is no loop threat
for O’. The condition C’ is suspendeduntil either:
I.

A causal link is added from a step betweenC’ and
one of its root links to an open condition outside
the loop.

2. A loop threat for (3’ appears.

2 Onereason
is thatall openconditions
containing
the variables
of interest
maybe recursive,so the variableswill neverget bound
withoutexpanding
a recursiveopencondition.Thesimplestexample
of this is a Driveoperator that has no Roadprecondition(the vehiclemightbe a Humv~
or
tank),in this case,therewould
be nootheropencondition
to bindthe Xin
At(x).
3 Thisdefinitionis asymmetric
onpurpo~.
It is notenough
to requireonly
that C andC’unify.Suppose
C’is At(x)andC is At(A).In this casewe
donotwantto suspend
or prunethe conditionAt(X).Thereasonis that
At(x)is easier to establishthanAt(A)becauseanylocationfor x
work(provided
it satisfies otherintermedime
preconditions).
If Cand
unify,bat C’is notan instanceof C,exactor instancerecursion
will usuallyresult after onemore
timearoundtheloop.

The instance recursion strategy is weaker than the exact
recursion strategy. For exact recursion we suspended all
loop predecessors of the recursion but here we suspend
only the recursive condition itself. For instance recursion
we cannot suspend other loop predecessors because they
maybind variables in the root link.
Wecan now generalize Theorem1 to the cases involving
instance recursion.

As before, the argumentis that every possible completion
of this partial plan will be non-minimal;at least one of the
loops can always be removed.
As before, we would like to be able to prune such plans
earlier. In the last section, we showedhowthe operator
graph can help recognize whenoutstanding open conditions
can no longer link into or threaten an exact recursion. We
can do the same here. However,we also need to make sure
that the outstanding open conditions cannot bind any of the
variables in the root links. Wegeneralize Theorem4 as
follows.
Theorem 6: Let P be a partial plan with a suspended
instance recursive open condition G’ and let L be the set of
root links for the recursion. Let U be the remaining open
conditions (including any other suspended open conditions), and let R be the set of operators relevant to the conditions in U. The partial plan P can be pruned (without
compromisingcompleteness) if all of the following conditions hold:
1. No operator in R appears in the SCCof G’.
2.

No operator in R threatens the condition of any
root link I E L.

3.

P contains no unresolved threats to any root link
leL.

4.

Noopen condition in U contains a variable in any
of the root link conditions I e L. !

Althoughthe suspension strategy and pruning theorems for
instance recursion look very similar to those for exact
recursion, there is a subtle difference. Thefinal conditionin
Theorem 6 makes it much weaker than Theorem 4, so
fewer instance recursive plans can actually be pruned. It is
worth noting that instance recursions sometimesturn into
exact recursions (e.g. Figure 5) and are then subject to the
stronger Theorem4.
Smith
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Experiments
1000

The exact and instance suspension and pruning strategies
were implemented in our ONLPplanner (Operator Graphbased partial order planner). Wetested the recursion
algorithms on a number of problems drawn from several
domains including: Russell’s Tire World domain(13),
Bulldozer (13), towers of Hanoi, Monkeyand Bananas,
Weld’s Refrigerator domain, a noncombatant evacuation
operation (NEO)domain, and blocks world. All of these
domains were adapted from the domain library in UCPOP
(12).

m
iL,I

10

ONLPimplements a number of strategies for operator
graph and plan analysis. For our tests, we used the
followingsettings:
¯

¯

Open Condition Ordering: Least Commitment(13)
select the open conditionthat can be satislied in the fewest ways.
Threat Delay Strategy: DMIN
(I 7) - a least commitmentthreat resolution strategy similar to DUNF
(13).
Variable Analysis: substitute the binding for each variable in the operator schemasif there is only one possible
binding for that variable.
Cost Function:
# Steps + # Unsuspended
OpenConds
+ K (# SuspendedOpenConds)
The constant K penalizes partial plans that have suspendedopen conditions. The values used in our tests
were K = 1 (no penalty), K = 2 and K =
SearchAlgorithm:Stable best-first--A best tirst search
algorithmthat alwaysbreaks ties in the order that the
plans were added to the search queue (LIFO).
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Figure 7: Search space improvement when using
recurslon suspension and pruning.
ranges t’rom none to as muchas 139 times on the tire
changing problem. Generally, the improvementis greater
for the larger domainsand harder problems. One reason is
that these plans tend to be longer, and the oddsof a plan bei
ng non-minimalincreases with the length of the plan (more
opportunities for recursion). Notethat better performanceis
obtained using the penalty K=4 for suspended open
conditions. This reflects the high probability that the best
plan does not contain recursion.
Figure 8 plots the improvement in search time using
recursion suspensionand pruning(Tnorrnal/’l-suspend)against
the time (in seconds) required for solving each problem
with no suspension and pruning (Tnormal).
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Almostall of the points in Figure 7 are abovethe X-Axis,
which indicates that there was somedegree of search space
reduction achieved fl)r most problems. The improvement
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The results of these tests are shownbelow. In these charts,
Nnormaland Nsuspend denote the numberof plans generated
by the planner with and without recursion suspension and
pruning. (These counts do not include the numberof plans
explored during threat resolution, only the plans generated
using add-link or add-step. See {137 and (’17) for
explanation.)
Figure 7 plots the reduction in search space size realized by
using recursion suspension and pruning (Nnormal/Nsuspend)
against the size of the search space whenno suspensionand
pruningis used (Nnormal).Twodata series are plotted in this
chart: one for K=Iand one for K--4.
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Figure 8: Time improvementwhen using recursion
suspension and pruning
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As with search space size, all points are either close to, or
above the X-axis. This indicates that the overhead of
recursion checkingand suspensionis sufficiently small that
it has little negative impact on planner performance, even
whenno search space reduction is realized by the strategy.
The overhead of building the operator graph, and finding
strongly connected componentswas negligible. For small
problemsit was typically less than O. I seconds, and for all
problemsit was less than I second.
It is interesting to note that a few of the time improvements
are very much larger than the search space size
improvements indicated in Figure 7. This would seem to
indicate that the normal planner is spending muchof its
time dealing with lengthy and complex plans avoided by
the suspensionstrategy.

Discussion
Non-causal-linkPlanning
Kambhampati
(9) has shownthat it is mucheasier to detect
and prune non-minimal plans for non-causal-link (NCL)
planners such as Tweak(3). If a loop is necessary for
solving a problem, it will get reintroduced by the whiteknight mechanism. As a result, many of our complex
conditions for suspension and pruning do not appear to be
necessary for NCLplanning. Baioletti, et. al. (I) have
developed a set of conditions that prune recursive open
conditions for a Tweak-basedplanner.

Conclusions
The re.cursion
suspension and pruning strategy
significantly reduces search time and space for many
problems and, in particular, they reduce search time
significantly for large re.cursive problems. Using the
operator graph to help detect recursion keeps the overhead
associated with this technique to a minimum.Finally, our
test results indicate that penalizing plans with large
numbersof suspended open conditions can further improve
pertbrmance.
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